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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

This research is a study of the communication patterns and strategies of a discourse community, namely the Safety Management Team (SMT) on a construction site. The main objective of this study is to determine how its communication patterns and strategies facilitate the interaction among the workforce to achieve its shared common goals. A qualitative approach was employed to access and analyse the data. The instruments used in this research are observations, audio recording and interviews. Findings show that communicative strategies employed by the Safety Management Team are effective to achieve its common goals in accordance with the safety code at the construction site. However, the English language proficiency among the workforce, especially the engineers from the top management level and the safety officers and supervisory staff from the medium level of the organization needs to be upgraded, especially with regard to their verbal communication. Recommendations and some possible improvements to the teaching and learning of oral communication have been suggested based on the findings obtained. The study is significant in the sense of providing an opportunity to bridge the gap between the working world and the world of academia.
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Temporary structures/stages - Structures erected temporarily to withstand permanent ones.

Scaffolding - Standard steel frames erected on site.

Dump trucks - Ten wheeler lorries, mainly used to carry earth.

Slab - Concrete placed in a horizontal formation.

Signages - Signboards, stickers and posters.

Toolbox meeting - Brief meeting in the morning to discuss daily work and tools to be used.

Road furniture - Items used to safeguard road users' safety like shuttle barrier and beacon.

Delineators - Illumineuos lining to demarcate 'danger area'.

Guard rails - Timber or steel erected to prevent falling.

Scupper drain - Small drains along sidewalks which contain water.

Casting - Concrete powder.

Concrete - A mixture of sand, cement and aggregate.

Elevation - Area above ground level.

Craftsmen - Operators of crane, excavators and machinery.

Consultant - Deciding authority of engineering work.

Suppliers - Persons involved in supplying materials to the job site.

Barricade - Plastic/timber used to 'cordon off' an area.

Cross bracing - Two pieces of steel erected in 'X' manner.

Manhole - Construction area 'access' for one man through an opening.

Confined space - Area covered on all sides - limitation to entry and exit.

Safety crew - Persons involved in safety work at job site.

Man hours - Hours worked by the entire work force to complete the project.